Dark Matter stability can be achieved through a partial breaking of a flavor symmetry. In this framework we propose a type-II seesaw model where left-handed matter transforms nontrivially under the flavor group ∆(54), providing correlations between neutrino oscillation parameters, consistent with the recent Daya-Bay and RENO reactor angle measurements, as well as lower bounds for neutrinoless double beta decay. The dark matter phenomenology is provided by a Higgs-portal.
way. The main idea behind DDM is outlined below.
Consider the group of the even permutations of four objects A 4 . It has one triplet and three singlet irreducible representations, denoted 3 and 1, 1 , 1 respectively. A 4 can be broken spontaneously to one of its Z 2 subgroups. Two of the components of any A 4 triplet are odd under such a parity, while the A 4 singlet representation is even. This residual Z 2 parity can be used to stabilize the DM which, in this case, must belong to an A 4 triplet representation, taken as an SU (2) L scalar Higgs doublet, η ∼ 3 [10] [11] [12] [13] . Assuming that the lepton doublets L i are singlets of A 4 while right-handed neutrinos transform as A 4 triplets N ∼ 3, the contraction rules imply that the DM couples only to Higgses and heavy right-handed neutrinos L i Nη. In this case η and N have even as well as odd-components while L i are even so that L i Nη interaction preserves the Z 2 parity. Invariance under Z 2 implies that N components odd under Z 2 are not mixed with the Z 2 -even light neutrinos ν i . This forbids the decay of the lightest Z 2 -odd component of η to light neutrinos through the heavy right handed neutrinos, ensuring DM stability. However, simplest schemes of this type lead to θ 13 = 0 as a first-order prediction [10] , at variance with recent reactor results [19, 20] .
In contrast, assigning the three left-handed leptons to a flavor-triplet implies that the "would-be" DM candidate decays very fast into light leptons, through the contraction of the triplet representations, see general discussion in ref. [14] . This problem has been considered by Eby and Framptom [21] using a T flavor symmetry. While the suggested model has the merit of incorporating quarks nontrivially, it requires an "external" Z 2 asymmetry in order to stabilize dark matter. In fact this observation lead ref. [22] to claim that a successful realization of the DDM scenario requires the lepton doublets to be in three inequivalent singlet representations of the flavour group.
Here we provide an explicit example of a model based on a ∆(54) flavour symmetry in which left-handed leptons are assigned to nontrivial representations of the flavour group, with a viable stable dark matter particle and a nontrivial inclusion of quarks. In contrast to the simplest "flavour-blind" inert dark matter scheme [23] [19, 20] . Needless to say the later will pave the way towards a new era for neutrino oscillations studies [25, 26] , in which leptonic CP violation searches will play an important role, providing an additional motivation for our proposal.
We search for a group G that contains at least two irreducible representations of dimension larger than one, namely r a and r b with dim(r a,b ) > 1. We also require that all the components of r a transform trivially under an abelian subgroup of G ⊃ Z N (with N = 2, 3) while at least one component of r b is charged with respect to Z N . The stability of the lightest component of r b is guaranteed by Z N giving a potential 2 DM candidate.
The simplest group we have found with this feature is ∆(54), isomorphic to (Z 3 × Z 3 ) S 3 . In addition to the irreducible triplet representations, ∆(54) contains four different doublets 2 1,2,3,4 and two irreducible singlet representations, 1 ± . The product rules for the doublets are (54), while the others transform nontrivially, for example 2 3 ∼ (χ 1 , χ 2 ), which transforms as χ 1 (ω 2 , ω) and χ 2 (ω, ω 2 ) respectively, where ω 3 = 1 [27, 28] . We can see that by taking r a = 2 1 and r b = 2 3 that ∆(54) is perfect for our purpose.
Let us now turn to the explicit model, described in table I, where
There are 5 SU (2) L doublets of Higgs scalars: the H is a singlet of ∆(54), while η = (η 1 , η 2 ) ∼ 2 3 and χ = (χ 1 , χ 2 ) ∼ 2 1 are doublets. In order to preserve a remnant P symmetry, the doublet η is not allowed to take vacuum expectation value (vev). Such a prescription is not necessary for H, χ 1 and χ 2 since these are all invariant under P . We also need to introduce an SU L (2) Higgs triplet scalar field ∆ ∼ 2 1 whose vev will induce neutrino masses through the type-II seesaw mechanism [29] . Regarding dark matter, note that the lightest P -charged particle in η 1,2 can play the role of "inert" DM [23] , as it has no direct couplings to matter. The conceptual link between dark matter and neutrino phenomenology arises from the fact that the DM stabilizing symmetry is a remnant of the underlying flavor symmetry which accounts for the observed pattern of oscillations. See phenomenological implications below.
Le The lepton part of the Yukawa Lagrangian is given by
After electroweak symmetry breaking the first term L gives the following charged lepton mass matrix
On the other hand the L ν is the term responsible for generating the neutrino mass matrix. Choosing the solution ∆ ∼ (1, 1) and χ 1 = χ 2 , consistent with the minimization of the scalar potential one finds that
where δ = y a ∆ , α = y b ∆ . Our model corresponds to a flavour-restricted realization of the inert dark matter scenario proposed in [23] . As such, it has nontrivial consequences for neutrino phenomenology, which we now study in detail. As seen in eq. (4) the neutrino mass matrix depends only on two parameters, δ and α (taken to be real), which can be expressed as a function of the measured squared mass differences, as follows
For simplicity, we fix the intrinsic neutrino CPsigns [24] as η = diag(−, +, +), where η is defined as U = U η, U being the lepton mixing matrix. It is easy to check that, in this case, only a normal hierarchy spectrum is allowed. In contrast, a different permutation of the eigenvalues corresponding to our η matrix, namely (1, 2, 3) → (1, 3, 2) in Eq. 5, gives only inverse hierarchy spectrum. Moreover, notice that the masses in eq. (5) obey a neutrino mass sum rule of the form m and normal (gray) hierarchy neutrino spectra, respectively. The model predictions are indicated by the green and red (darker-shaded) regions, respectively. Only these sub-bands are allowed by the ∆(54) model. For comparison we give the current limit and future sensitivities on mee [32, 33] and mν [34, 35] , respectively. which has implications for the neutrinoless double beta decay process [31] , as illustrated in Fig. (1) .
We now turn to the second prediction. Although in our scheme neutrino mixing parameters in the lepton mixing matrix are not strictly predicted, there are correlations between the reactor and the atmospheric angle, as illustrated in Figs. 2 3 and Fig. 3 for the cases of normal and inverse mass hierarchies, respectively. While the solar
FIG. 2:
The shaded (yellow) curved band gives the predicted correlation between solar and reactor angles when θ23 is varied within 2σ for the normal hierarchy spectrum. The solid (black) line gives the global best fit values for θ12 and θ13, along with the corresponding two-sigma bands, from Ref. [30] . The dashed lines correspond to the central values of the recent reactor measurements [19, 20] .
angle is clearly unconstrained and can take all the values within in the experimental limits, correlations exist with the reactor mixing angle, indicated by the curved yellow bands in Fig. 2 and 3 . These correspond to 2σ regions of θ 23 as determined in Ref. [30] . The horizontal lines give the best global fit value and the recent best fit values obtained in Daya-Bay and RENO reactors [19, 20] (see also recent result from T2K [36] ). Now we turn to quarks. In Ref. [10] [11] [12] [13] quarks were singlets of the flavor symmetry to guarantee the stability of the DM. Consequently the generation of quark mixing was difficult [37] . This problem has been recently considered in [21] using T flavor symmetry.
A nice feature of our current model is that with ∆(54) we can assign quarks to the singlet and doublet representations as shown in The resulting up-and down-type quark mass matrices in our model are given by
(6) Note that the Higgs fields H and χ are common to the lepton and the quark sectors and in particular the parameter r. Assuming for simplicity real couplings we have 11 free parameters characterizing this sector, 10 Yukawa couplings plus the ratio of the the isodoublet vevs, r, introduced earlier in the neutrino sector. We have verified that we can make a fit of all quark masses and mixings provided r lies in the range of about 0.1 < r < 0.2. We do not extend further the discussion on the quark interactions which can be easily obtained from table II (a full analysis of the quark phenomenology is beyond the scope of this paper and will be taken up elsewhere).
Notice that our scalar Dark matter candidate η 1 has quartic couplings with the Higgs scalars of the model such as η † η H † H and η † η χ † χ. These weak strength couplings provide a Higgs portal production mechanism, and ensure an adequate cosmological relic abundance. Direct and indirect detection prospects are similar to a generic WIMP dark matter, as provided by multi-Higgs extensions of the SM.
In short we have described how spontaneous breaking of a ∆(54) flavor symmetry can stabilize the dark matter by means of a residual unbroken symmetry. In our scheme left-handed leptons as well as quarks transform nontrivially under the flavor group, with neutrino masses arising from a type-II seesaw mechanism. We have found lower bounds for neutrinoless double beta decay, even in the case of normal hierarchy, as seen in Fig. 1 . In addition, we have correlations between solar and reactor angles consistent with the recent Daya-Bay and RENO reactor measurements, see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 .
Unfortunately, however, the DM particle is not directly involved as messenger in the neutrino mass generation mechanism. This issue will be considered elsewhere.
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